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Abstract
While the majority of the ribosomal RNA structure is conserved in the three major domains of life – archaea, bacteria, and
eukaryotes, specific regions of the rRNA structure are unique to at least one of these three primary forms of life. In particular,
the comparative secondary structure for the eukaryotic SSU rRNA contains several regions that are different from the
analogous regions in the bacteria. Our detailed analysis of two recently determined eukaryotic 40S ribosomal crystal
structures, Tetrahymena thermophila and Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and the comparison of these results with the bacterial
Thermus thermophilus 30S ribosomal crystal structure: (1) revealed that the vast majority of the comparative structure model
for the eukaryotic SSU rRNA is substantiated, including the secondary structure that is similar to both bacteria and archaea
as well as specific for the eukaryotes, (2) resolved the secondary structure for regions of the eukaryotic SSU rRNA that were
not determined with comparative methods, (3) identified eukaryotic helices that are equivalent to the bacterial helices in
several of the hypervariable regions, (4) revealed that, while the coaxially stacked compound helix in the 540 region in the
central domain maintains the constant length of 10 base pairs, its two constituent helices contain 5+5 bp rather than the
6+4 bp predicted with comparative analysis of archaeal and eukaryotic SSU rRNAs.
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[10]. To assess the accuracy of our comparative structure models
for the eukaryotic SSU rRNAs [7], two recent near-atomicresolution crystal structures of the eukaryotic ribosomal subunits,
Tetrahymena thermophila 40S [11] and Saccharomyces cerevisiae 80S [12],
were analyzed to determine not only their rRNA secondary and
tertiary structure interactions, but also the ribosomal protein
binding sites onto the rRNA. The results from this analysis were
the foundation for the detailed comparison between the two
eukaryotic 40S structures and the bacterial 30S structure from
Thermus thermophilus [9].

Introduction
While the ribosome is the site for protein synthesis, a function
that is essential for all organisms spanning the entire tree of life, it
is the ribosomal RNA (rRNA) that is directly associated with
peptidyl transferase and decoding [1,2,3]. A comparison of the
SSU rRNA sequences and their comparative structures reveals
that a significant portion of their structure is conserved in all
known organisms. Other regions are conserved within each of the
three primary phylogenetic domains –archaea, bacteria, and
eukaryotes, but differ between them [4,5]. In comparision with the
archaea and bacteria, several of the nine major variable regions
(V1–V9) in the SSU rRNA [6] have large insertions in organisms
within the eukaryotic phylogenetic domain [7]. While it is properly
assumed that the SSU rRNA secondary structure that is conserved
in eukaryotes, archaea, and bacteria will form the same threedimensional structure, a more challenging question is if any
structural elements in the eukaryotic variable regions with no
obvious similarility in secondary structure in the bacteria can form
a similar three-dimensional structure.
Comparative analysis has been used to accurately predict the
secondary structure and a few tertiary structure interactions in
numerous RNAs [8], including the bacterial Thermus thermophiles
SSU rRNA [9]and an archaeal Haloarcula marismortui LSU rRNA
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org

Results
Accuracy of the eukaryotic Tetrahymena thermophila and
Saccharomyces cerevisiase SSU rRNA comparative
structures and a general comparison between the
eukaryotic and bacterial SSU rRNA crystal structures
Our analysis revealed that the SSU rRNA structure in the 40S
ribosomal subunit from Tetrahymena thermophila [11] is nearly
identical to that in the 40S ribosomal subunit from Saccharomyces
cerevisiae [12]. Analogous to the previous comparison between the
comparative and crystal structures for the Thermus thermophilus SSU
rRNA and the Haloarcula marismortui LSU rRNA [8], nearly all of
1
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(colored red in Figures 1 and 2) are equivalent to the bacterial
and archaeal helix, based on: (1) the analogous tertiary structure
interaction described earlier between position 130 and the hairpin
loop and (2) the lonepair helical tip of the equivalent eukarytotic
structure in V2 interacts with S11e as its bacterial counterpart
interacts with S17 (Figure 1). The hairpin loop is formed from a
lone base pair on the 39 side of the internal loop of this compound
helix.
The V4 region (nucleotide positions 588–652, Escherichia coli
numbering) that forms a single compound helix in the bacterial
and archaeal SSU rRNA with approximately 55 nucleotides is
replaced in many of the eukaryotes in the crown region of the
phylogenetic tree, with approximately 220 nucleotides. The first
100 or so nucleotides form two compound helices while
approximately 120 consecutive nucleotides are unpaired in the
Gutell lab’s Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Tetrahymena thermophila
comparative SSU rRNA secondary structure models [7]. Secondary structure models for this region of eukaryotic SSU rRNAs have
been proposed by several groups [14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22]. De
Wachter’s pseudoknot structure [6] has been accepted by many as
the correct secondary structure. No helical structure in these
secondary structure models are identical to the compound helix in
the 588–652 region of the bacterial and archael SSU rRNA. The
18S crystal structure of the T. thermophila 40S ribosomal subunit
recently indicated the formation of four helical elements in this
region [11].
The first two helices in the comparative structure model in the
V4 region are present in the 40S ribosomal subunits for the two
eukaryotic crystal structures. The last helix in the eukaryotic V4
region was not proposed in the Gutell lab’s comparative structure
but was proposed in some of the comparative structure models
from other labs [14,16,17,18,19,20,21,23]. The 59 segment of the
unstructured nucleotides in the Gutell lab’s eukaryotic SSU rRNA
comparative structure model contains numerous non-canonical
base pairs to form several irregular helices in the eukaryotic crystal
structure (Figures 1 and 2). That segment (colored red in
Figures 1 and 2) are equivalent to the bacterial and archaeal
compound helix between positions 588–652. This association is
based on: (1) two analogous tertiary structure interactions, the first
between the internal loop and base pairs 291:309 and 292:308 and
the second between the hairpin loop closed by a single noncanonical base pair and the base pairs 41:401 and 42:400
(Figure 1), and (2) the interactions between the hairpin loop
closed by a single non-canonical base pair and the stem of the
equivalent eukaryotic helix with S9e and S22e, respectively, as
their bacterial counterparts interact with S4 and S8, respectively
(Figure 1).
A eukaryotic-specific long-range pseudoknot helix was proposed
between the V2 and V4 hypervariable regions of eukaryotic SSU
rRNA [24], based on the S. cerevisiae 80S cryo-EM structure and
comparative analysis of the eukaryotic SSU rRNA sequences [25].
Subsequent experimental analysis supports this prediction [26].
This long-range pseudoknot helix connecting the V2 and V4
regions is at the lower back of both eukaryotic ribosomal small
subunit crystal structures.
The V6 region is between positions 991 and 1046 in the SSU
rRNA. As noted earlier, three helices are in bacteria, and two in
the archaea and eukaryotes (Figure 2). The two helices in the
Tetrahymena and Saccharomyces SSU rRNA comparative structure
models were observed in the two eukcaryotic T. thermophila and S.
cerevisiae ribosomal crystal structures. While the first helix 996–
1003/1037–1045, is analogous in the three phylogenetic domains,
the bacterial 1006–1012/1017–1023 helix is equivalent to the
second helix in the eukaryotes (colored in Figures 1 and 2). This

the base pairs in both T. thermophila and S. cerevisiae comparative
secondary structure models are present in their respective crystal
structures as summarized in Figure 1 for the T. thermophila SSU
rRNA structure. This includes the part of the SSU rRNA structure
that is conserved in the archaea, bacteria, and eukaryotes, and the
proposed base pairs in the T. thermophila that are unique to the
eukaryotes. The major structural elements generally characteristic
of the eukaryotes are highlighted in red and green in Figure 1.
These are (numbering refers to E. coli SSU rRNA):
1. Many non-canonical base pairs in the 39–46/395–403 helix.
2. An insertion of at least a few nucleotides at position 143.
3. The replacement of a single helix between positions 179 and
198 with two helices. This V2 region and its interaction with
the V4 region is discussed below.
4. An insertion of 2–5 nucleotides between positions 249 and 252.
5. The V3 region, between positions 404–499 has two helices.
While both are different from the analogous helices in bacteria
and archaea, the second helix, closer to the 500–545
compound helix, is very irregular with several non-canonical
base pairs and bulge nucleotides.
6. The V4 region is between positions 588 and 652. This V4
region is discussed below.
7. An insertion of four nucleotides between positions 876 and 877.
8. The V6 region is between positions 991 and 1046. Three
helices occur in the bacteria while two are present in the
archaea and the eukaryotes. This V6 region is discussed below.
All of the tertiary structure interactions in both eukaryotic SSU
rRNA crystal structures that are not associated with eukaryotic
specific structural elements are also present in the bacterial SSU
rRNA crystal structure (see Figure S1). However, not all of the
tertiary structure interactions were discerned in the two eukaryotic
SSU rRNA crystal structures. As discussed below, a few of the
tertiary structure interactions with the eukaryotic specific regions
of the SSU rRNA were part of the rationale for our determination
that specific structural elements in the two eukaryotic SSU rRNA
structures were equivalent to helices in the bacterial SSU rRNA
(see next section).

Determination of the secondary structure in the V4
region that was unstructured in the comparative model
and the identification of the eukaryotic equivalent
structural elements for the bacterial helices in V2, V4, and
V6
The V2 region (between nucleotide positions 179 and 197,
Escherichia coli numbering) forms one helix in both bacteria and
archaea. The length of this helix usually correlates with the
presence or absence of an extra nucleotide at position 130 [13]. A
single bulge nucleotide at position 130 is associated with a three
base pair version of this helix while two bulge nucleotides at this
position is associated with a 10 base pair helix. A tertiary base-base
interaction was identified between the first nucleotide in the two
nucleotide bulge loop and the first nucleotide of the CUUG
tetraloop capping the 10 base pair helix in the bacterial T.
thermophilus crystal structure [9].
The majority of the eukaryotes in the crown region of the
phylogenetic tree including Saccharomyces and Tetrahymena contain
approximately 90 nucleotides that form two compound helices in
the V2 region in the comparative structure models [7]. These
helices are present in the two eukaryotic crystal structures as noted
previously [11]. The segments of the second compound helix
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 1. Comparison of the eukaryotic and bacterial SSU rRNA secondary structures. The base pairings, helices other RNA structural elements,
and relevant ribosomal proteins in the T. thermophila 40S crystal structure are mapped onto the T. thermophila SSU rRNA comparative secondary structure
diagram [7]. The nucleotides in the eukaryotic-specific structural elements are colored green, while the nucleotides colored red are structural elements in
the variable regions that are analogous to helices in the bacterial structure. The V2, V4, and V6 variable regions are colored red while the bacterial-specific
helix in V6 is shown in blue on the bacterial Thermus thermophilus SSU rRNA (inset). The long-range tertiary contacts maintained in both the eukaryotic and
the bacterial SSU rRNA are shown with red lines, while those specific for the eukaryotic 18S rRNA in green lines; the tertiary contacts specifically associated
with V2, V4, and V6 are shown with thicker lines. The ribosomal proteins common between eukaryotes and bacteria are shown in red, with their bacterial
equivalents in parentheses, while those present only in eukaryotes in green and those present in archaea and eukaryotes in purple. The sequence
insertions in the eukaryotic SSU rRNAs are highlighted in green with green arrows and numbers indicating the number of inserted nucleotides.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0038203.g001
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org
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bulge loop while the eukaryotes and archaea have 6 base pairs in
the lower helix and 4 base pairs in the helix above the bulge loop
[28] to maintain a total length of 10 base pairs. The intervening
bulge loop between its two constituent helices forms a short
pseudoknot helix with the terminal hairpin loop (Figure 3).
However, the crystal structures for the T. thermophila and S. cerevisiae
revealed that these two eukaryotes (and probably all eukaryotes)
have 5 base pairs in the lower and upper helices. The sixth
‘putative’ base pair (G:C) in the lower helix did not have any
covariation in the eukaryotes and the archaea. Interestingly, the
upper helix contains two single nucleotide bulges in the T.
thermophila SSU and one single nucleotide bulge in the S. cerevisiae
SSU rRNA (Figure 3). It is also interesting to note that the
pseudoknot helix between positions 505–507/524–526 in the
eukaryotic SSU rRNAs contain only two base pairs, not the three
base pairs observed in the bacterial SSU rRNA. Nonetheless, the
overall 3D folding pattern of the 540 region in the eukaryotic
crystal structures are very similar to that in the bacterial crystal
structure (data not shown).

association is based on: (1) one analogous set of tertiary structure
interactions between the hairpin loop of the 1006–1012/1017–
1023 like helix and the base pairs 986:1219 and 987:1218
(Figure 1) and (2) the interactions between this helix and the
eukaryotic ribosomal protein S15e, which is equivalent to the
bacterial protein S19 (Figure 1).

Role of eukaryotic-specific ribosomal proteins in
eukaryotic SSU rRNA
Comparative analysis of the ribosomal proteins identified four
ribosomal proteins that are only present in all eukaryotic
organisms - S7e, S10e, S12e, and S21e [27]. S7e interacts with
a part of V4, S10e and S12e interact with a U-turn in V6, and
S21e interacts with V5 (Figure 1). Of particular interest is S12e
which is located at the same spatial position occupied by the
bacterial-specific helix in the V6 region, suggesting that this
segment of RNA is replaced by a protein during the evolution of
the ribosome structure.

Maintenance of helix length in the coaxially stacked
helices in the 540 region

Discussion

Based on the comparative analysis of the two helices in the 540
region of the SSU rRNA – 500–504/541–545 and 511–515/536–
540, it was proposed that these two helices will coaxially stack onto
one another. The bacteria have two 5 base pair helices flanking the

From the analysis of the eukaryotic ribosomal crystal structures
for T. thermophila and S.cerevisiae, and the subsequent comparison
with the bacterial high-resolution ribosomal crystal structures, we
determined that: (1) nearly all of the base pairs in the eukaryotic

Figure 2. Gallery for the three hypervariable regions V2, V4, and V6 from the eukaryotic T. thermophila 18S, bacterial T. thermophilus
16S, and archaeal Haloarcula marismortui 16S rRNAs. The coloring scheme is the same as in Fig. 1. The helices shared by the bacterial 16S and
eukaryotic 18S rRNAs are shown in red, while the eukaryotic-specific and bacterial-specific helices are shown in green and in blue, respectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0038203.g002
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Figure 3. Comparison of the 540 regions in the eukaryotic and bacterial rRNAs. Maintenance of helix length of 10 bp in the coaxially
stacked compound helices and length difference of the pseudoknot helices in the 540 regions in eukaryotic 18S and bacterial 16S rRNAs.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0038203.g003

SSU rRNA comparative structure model are substantiated. This
includes, those base pairs that are in the structure conserved in the
three primary phylogenetic domains, those structural elements
unique to the eukaryotes, and the non-canonical base pairs that
occur in several of the irregular helices (e.g. 39–46/395–403 and
the second helix in V3). (2) resolved the secondary structure in the
part of the V4 region that had been unstructured in the Gutell
lab’s eukaryotic comparative structure models. This includes both
regular and irregular helices containing an abundance of noncanonical base pairs. (3) Identified tertiary structure interactions in
the eukaryotic crystal structures that were not predicted with
comparative analysis and determined the binding sites for a few of
the eukaryotic ribosomal proteins that interact with regions of the
SSU rRNA that are unique to the eukaryotes. Nearly all of the
tertiary structure interactions are also present in the bacterial
crystal structure. The few exceptions are for those interactions that
are interacting between two eukaryotic specific regions. (4)
Identified three structural elements, one in V2, one in V4, and
the third in V6, that are analogous to bacterial helices. The first
two of these helices do not have any obvious simarility between the
eukaryotic and bacterial versions. All three were determined to be
analogous based on similar tertiary structure interactions and
ribosomal protein binding sites. (5) Determined that the four
eukaryotic specific ribosomal proteins bind to regions of the SSU
rRNA that are unique to the eukaryotes. (6) Determined that the
two helices in the 540 region of the SSU rRNA - 500–504/541–
545 and 511–515/536–540 each have five base pairs in the
eukaryotes, in contrast with the comparative structure models that
had six base pairs in the first helix and four base pair in the second.
While the bacteria has three base pairs in the 505–507/524–526

pseudoknot helix, the two eukaryotic crystal structures contain
only two base pairs.

Materials and Methods
The RasMol program [29,30] was used for a detailed visual
mapping of the base pairs,long-range tertiary contacts, and RNAprotein interactions in the two eukaryotic (PDB IDs 2XZM and
3U5B/3U5C) and one bacterial (PDB ID 1FJG) SSU rRNA
crystal structures [9,12]. All the figures and supplementary
information in the text are also available at http://www.rna.
ccbb.utexas.edu/SIM/4A/Hypervariable_SSU_rRNA/ at the
CRW Site.

Supporting Information
Figure S1 Long-range RNA tertiary contacts in the
bacterial Thermus thermophilus SSU rRNA. This figure,
with the long-range tertiary interactions in Figure 1 shown in
thick lines, was generated with RNA2DMap (http://www.rna.
icmb.utexas.edu/SAE/2A/RNA2DMap/index.php), a visualization tool based on the RNA secondary structure diagram for
displaying both RNA crystal structure information and comparative data.
(EPS)
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